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FOREWORD 
In 1962, the Institute published cl booklet on "High Country 
Fencing" by Mr J. G. Hughes, our Manage·ment Officer. It was 
cmnounced then that the question of "Electric Fencing" would be 
the subject of a future publication. 
We have been fortunate in enlisting the services of Mr L. H. 
Weston, Farm Machinery Officer, Farm Advisory Division, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Dunedin, to write this booklet. Mr Hughes has 
supplied the illustrations. 
The Institute would welcome accounts of experiences with electric 
fencing, particularly in the more difficult country. 
L. W. McCASKILL, Director, 
Box 56, Lincoln College, 
New Zealand. 
Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lcmcls 
Institute. 
Printed by Simpson & Williams Ltd., 169 St. Asaph Street, Christchurch. 
ELECTRIC FENCING 
L. H. Weston 
INTRODUCTION 
Since 1958, when details of electrified perma:nent fencing tried 
by Massey College became known, hundreds of miles of electric sub-
division fence have been erected. The key to its popularity was the 
great saving in costs of materials, transport and labour. It was also 
easier to erect, so it became possible for farm labour to construct 
electric fences instead of waiting for contract fencers. This reduced 
the amount of cash to be raised still further. 
Six manufacturers are selling electric fence equipment, and all 
have well-illustrated leaflets or booklets giving details of erection. 
In addition, many farmers, encouraged by Massey College, have kept 
costs very low by using standard bobbin insulators (Type 436) or 
short pieces of polythene water-pipe as insulators. 
The success of electric fencing depends on: 
(a) Careful insulation of electrified wires. 
(b) A continuous earth-wire running the length of the fence and 
connected to the earth terminal of the electric fence unit. 
( c) Removal of stray wires and excessive green vegetation from 
the fenceline. 
In practice thistles, grass, clover, secondary growth and tussocks 
gradually reach the live wires and reduce the efficiency of the fence, 
particularly in wet or misty weather. Sometimes insulators slip, 
break or become coated with dirt, so that again electric leakage 
becomes serious. 
Further, the 'wind-chargeri units available for inaccessible places 
sometimes fail to keep the battery fully charged. Consequently a 
number of electric fences have become ineffective. On the other hand 
where a 'mains' operated unit has been used, and the fence has been 
checked regularly, electric subdivision fences have been very effective. 
In fact once the stock learn to respect an electric fence over a period 
of months, they do not worry it if it happens to be off for some days. 
Nevertheless, ineffective electric fences are so prevalent that 
many people hesitate to regard them as permanent, and suggest that 
they should be reinforced or replaced by standard fences when finance 
becomes available. 
This makes it clear that there are definite requirements to be met 
and limits to its use as perma;nent fencing. 
THE PLACE AND CONDITIONS FOR PERMANENT 
ELECTRIC FENCING 
Consider first the conditions necessary for the fence to be 
effective. The most important factor is that it should give the sheep 
and cattle a shock sufficient to repel them from the fence. This will 
depend upon the live wires being properly insulated and also . upon 
the electric fence controller continuing to function. 
Secondly, the fence must be able to withstand chance attacks by 
stock, particularly at gateways, hungry cattle pushing one another 
against the fence, stock rubbing against non-electric components, and 
perhaps wild a:nimals such as deer, pigs and goats. 
Thirdly, the fence must stand up to the natural conditions of the 
country, so must be built to avoid or withstand the threat of slips, 
bogs, erosion, snow drifts, rolling stones and high winds. 
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Where an electric fence can be constructed to measure up to these 
requirements at a substantially lower price than for conventional 
fencing, there is a place for it. The costs and labour involved in 
purchasing, transporting and laying on the site as well as the actual 
fence construction must be taken into account. 
Runholders may find that traditional standard and wire fences 
on mountainous country cost little more to erect and are rather easier 
to maintain. However, where the introduction of cattle results in 
damage to these mountain fences, it may be worth substituting a top 
electric wire in place of the usual barbed wire. This system is of ten 
used for the 'bull paddock.' 
In any case it appears that some electric fence components may 
fail under the extreme conditions occurring over 3,000 feet. Further, 
it is doubtful whether reliance ean be placed on an electric fence unit 
to function satisfactorily in remote regions for periods of three 
months or more as is often suggested. 
JOBS ELECTRIC FENCING CAN DO 
(a) Temporary foncing for 12 months or so. 
(i) For protecting shelter belts. 
(ii) Temporary subdivision for different crops. 
(iii) Temporary fencing until permanent fencing can be arranged. 
(b) Semi-permanent fencing for five to ten years. 
(i) Subdivision of cropping paddocks when in permanent pasture, 
for improved stock management. 
(ii) To defer permanent fencing until finance becomes available. 
(c) Permanent fencing. 
(i) Sub-division fencing on flat country. 
(ii) Sub-division on rolling country and improved hill country. 
A void slip faces. 
(iii) Sub-division through secondary growth. A track must be 
cleared wide enough for stock to avoid bumping against the 
fence when passing along the fence line. 
(iv) Tussock country sub-division. Great care must be exercised 
in siting the fenceline. Fences over 3,000 feet should have 
normal standard and wire fencing, preferably. 
Very wet slopes should have ordinary fences. Extremely 
rugged and undulating country, where the fence line cannot 
be bulldozed, should have ordinary fencing. 
Very inaccessible fence lines rarely visited should not 
be electric fenced. 
( v) Boundary fences subject to agreement between interested 
parties. 
GENERAL POINTS ON THE USE OF ELECTRIC 
FENCING 
The numerous variations of the electric fence should be borne 
in mind when considering its use. If gateways, for instance, seem 
to require greater strength, a dead section with extra materials or 
netting should be built. A substantial boundary fence for example 
can be constructed of netting and one top electric wire. (See Fig. 1.) 
On a hillside where the fence might be subject to a rain of stones, 
porcelain insulators may be broken or chain assemblies rattled loose. 
The use of plastic insulators and a closer spacing of waratahs could 
still make electric fencing satisfactory and economical under these 
conditions. 
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Another difficulty is that comparatively few people have had the 
experience necessary to enable them to erect electric fencing satis-
factorily. Some farmers have trouble in following written instruc-
tions, and one small point missed could result in an unsatisfactory 
fence. 
Unless a farmer is prepared to learn enough about electric fences 
so that he can see to their correct installation and regular mainten-
ance himself, then he would be wise to leave them alone. 
Remember, too, that as the idea of electric fencing is to save 
materials and time, there are bound to be weak places. The farmer 
must be prepared to check over it when the main work has been 
completed. Soil should be shovelled from bumps so that the bottom 
wire will not be in contact with the ground, or, if the fence seems too 
low, an extra waratah, perhaps with a plate to stop it sinking should 
be placed on the rise. Some tiedowns may need adjusting, extra ones 
added or small gaps filled with stones or turf. The fence must be 
built to a satisfactory standard and weak spots strengthened as soon 
as they are noticed. 
PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRIFYING FENCES 
When connected to an electric fence, a controller unit supplies 
some 60 or more electric pulses a minute at a voltage of from 300 to 
2,000 volts. If the fence is poorly insulated, for example when tall 
grass has reached the lowest live wire, the charge leaks away almost 
immediately. When the fence is well insulated, the charge is held 
long enough to give an appreciable shock. 
Most electric fence controllers available are capable of electrify-
ing satisfactorily several miles of well-insulated fence. The mains-
operated units, however, are better than batt€ry-operated units and 
remain effective even when the insulation of the fence is poor. The 
power consumed will cost some 20/- a year, but mains units are very 
reliable and operate continuously without maintenance. 
1. PULSE RATE 
It used to be thought that a fast pulse rate of 120 per minute 
was necessary until sfock learned to respect an electric fence. How-
ever, it is now found that strong pulses at 70 to 80 per minute are 
satisfactory at all times. In fact regulations in New Zealand require 
that pulse rates be kept down to this level. 
2. LENGTH OF FENCE 
It has been found that many units will satisfactorily charge 
some 10 miles of electric fence in good order. However, this is 
placing a great deal of faith in one machine. If the length per 
electric controller is kept to three <>r four miles maintenance will be 
reduced, and one fault in the fence will not be so serious. Even with 
three or four miles, weed and grass growth could seriously reduce the 
effectiveness of the fence. 
3. INSULATORS 
The numerous insulators available are shown in Fig. 2. Tests 
have shown that polythene and porcelain insulators are both excellent 
when new and clean. 
If they are dirty, as when covered with salt-bearing spray, such 
as encountered along the coast, the porcelain insulators are only 
slightly superior to polythene. The fence strain insulators (107) are 
very slightly better than egg insulators ( 110). 
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Both porcelain and polythene insulators are liable to deteriorate 
from exposure to heat, frost and sunlight. A few porcelain insulators 
in a mountain fence line have developed fine cracks causing leakages 
that are difficult to trace. "Beattie" insulators have actually proved 
more reliable under these extreme conditions. 
In practice there is little difference in insulation ability, so the 
choice of equipment should be made on factors such as attachment 
to waratahs and price. 
If additional supports have to be added to a fence, it is prefer-
able to use slotted polythene insulators rather than cut the wires to 
thread on insulators. Wires can be attached to chain assemblies 
with clips or tie wires at any time. 
Rrz.r:zl (Typa. 220) 
r,..,sularor.s pr <Znc:/ sl"rai", 
cor"<Zr; .s; bracket- as:sr:z,.,..bf,<zs. 
(all porc:a./a/") 
- Ite..,s nor ro .Sc•le.-
/1~ 
'Will/ams' 
(plasr;c:). 
INSULATORS 
4. INSULATION FAILURE 
E99 (Typa 110) 
In some cases loose wires and insulators are the cause of the 
trouble but usually tall weed growth, particularly in wet weather, 
accounts for the lack of shock. The difficulty can be overcome initi-
ally by bulldozing a fence line. However, bulldozing could start 
disastrous erosion in hill country. The fence line must be cleared 
somehow but soil conservation must be kept in mind even if only a 
shovel is used. Some months after the fence is erected, weed, grass 
and clover will begin to grow. Weedkillers may be used to control 
growth, or if a pure clover sward can be established beneath the fence, 
topdressing might ensure that it was palatable to the stock so that 
it would be kept below the live wires on the fence. 
But all electric fences need regular checking-once a month if 
possible. If stock have learned to respect an electric fence, they 
usually do not worry a fence that has failed for several weeks after 
it has ceased to be alive. Consequently, monthly maintenance will 
keep the fence effective under normal conditions. 
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5. THE EARTH WIRE 
This is the secret of the effectiveness of long-distance electric 
fences. The earth is by no means a perfect conductor when dry, 
consequently a much greater shock is given if the animals contact an 
earth wire connected to the earth terminal of the electric fence unit. 
Care must be taken to connect the earth wire across gateways. 
Moreover, every waratah becomes an earth peg. When an animal 
touches only a live wire, the current can return through the animal, 
and through a few yards of earth to the nearest waratahs which are 
connected directly to the earth side of the unit. 
6. REGULATIONS 
Electric fence controller units are subject to Government regula-
tions under the Electric Wiring Act. The main points concerning the 
installation of units are: 
(a) 
(b) 
( c) 
(d) 
Only one unit is to be connected to a fence. 
Wires must be clear of power and telephone lines. 
When used as a road or boundary fence, warning notices 
must be provided. 
The earth terminal must not be connected to a house earth 
or that of another appliance, and any earthing stake must be 
at least six feet away from another such earth. 
TYPES OF FENCES 
There is a number of variations of wire arrangements and of 
course many suggestions as to the spacings of supports. 
1. NUMBER OF WIRES 
Five wires have been found sufficient for sheep but where cattle 
are run, six wires should be used. If stock are inclined to jump, 
seven wires are preferable. The cost of an extra wire, roughly £10 
per mile including insulators, is not great. 
2. WIRE SP AClNGS 
A number of alternative wire spacings is given in Fig. 1. 
Reasonable spacings of five wires can be obtained on chain assemblies 
but B.H.P. waratahs do not have suitable hole spacings for direct 
attachment by individual insulators. English "Y" standards and fiat 
standards can be obtained with holes bored to the farmer's specifica-
tions usually. 
B.H.P. waratahs 5ft. 6in. in length, driven in until the bottom 
hole is just above the ground, have six holes suitably spaced for an 
electric fence. The top wire is only three feet high, but this is 
satisfactory in many places. 
3. MULTI-EARTH SYSTEMS 
Separate insulators instead of insulated chains will allow the 
use of two or three earth wires, instead of just one at the bottom. 
The top wire is always alive and the bottom wire always earthed. 
In between are alternate live and earth wires. 
In tussock country, two earth wires at the bottom are strongly 
recommended as this means that only vegetation which is over 15 
inches high will touch a live wire. This will improve the fence 
insulation considerably and so increase the shock given. Most stock 
pressure is likely between the second and third wires in such country 
so the stock will almost certainly contact the third wire, which is 
alive. By using 6ft. waratahs with chain assemblies, it is possible to 
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attach an extra wire below the normal earth wire so obtaining a very 
good fence. 
A quickly fitted chain assembly is available, too, for a multi-earth 
system. Excellent insulation is obtained with porcelain insulators. 
If an electric fence with chain assemblies is found to be rather 
low and suffering from pressure by cattle, a light barbed wire could 
be strung along the top of the waratahs. This barbed wire would 
act as an earth wire as well as adding to the height of the fence and 
·giving it a more formidable appearance. 
Because of the wider spacing of .supports, electric fences must 
be protected from cattle by having the top wire alive, or alternatively 
an earth barbed wire, but never a plain earthed wire. 
In dry regions the multiple earth system is to be recommended. 
Dry ground is a very poor conductor of electricity, so a vastly 
superior shock is obtained between live and earth wires as compared 
to between a live wire and the ground in between waratahs. 
4. FENCES WITHOUT INSULATORS 
Experiments at the Ruakura Animal Research Station indicated 
that it was possible to have an electric fence without insulators. 
Wires placed on or just under the ground, parallel and several yards 
apart, were electrified with a new powerful controller. As stock 
walked over the ground between the wires they received a shock. 
Alternatively one could be attached directly to stakes or trees 
to form the fence line. 
However the author doubts the value of these experiments which 
do not appear to be practicable for permanent fencing for the follow-
ing reasons: 
(a) A visible fence of a reasonably substantial nature is neces-
sary to halt stock on the move. 
(b) Buried wire is better employed attached to the fence and 
acting as a barrier. 
( c) Wooden supports or trees will cause short circuiting in wet 
weather, so fence lengths would be limited to a few hundred 
yards. 
( d) Trees or manuka used as supports form a very rough and 
temporary fence. 
( e) If .steel waratahs and standards are used, insulators will be 
necessary. 
The new Ruakura electric fence controller is not likely to be much 
superior to the latest mains-operated units now available, but a 
superior battery-operated unit may be produced. 
5. INSULATOR ATTACHMENT 
(a) Chain-and-Bracket assemblies: These are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Their main advantage is the speed with which they can be attached 
to the waratahs. Most assemblies have only two insulators so that 
the top four or five wires are all alive, but one firm offers an alterna-
tive multiple earth assembly, see "b" Fig. 3. 
Their disadvantages are firstly the cost and secondly the diffi-
culty of pulling wires through the chain. The "Always" Fig. 3 "d" 
is positioned in the top hole, so the waratah must be driven to the 
correct depth. 
(b) Nut and bolt: Polythene insulators shown in Fig. 3 "g" bolt 
to waratahs or standards. 
Bobbin insulators may be attached to the holes in waratahs 
preferably with rubber washers as packing. Washers may be punched 
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from old motor tyres for the job. Alternatively they may be bolted 
to small pieces of fl.at iron welded to the waratahs as in Fig. 1. This 
is a more expensive and time-absorbing method but allows the wara-
tahs to be placed in the fence properly aligned. Special brackets 
are sometimes available but are generally too expensive to be con-
sidered for permanent electric fencing. 
(c) Wire ties: "Williams" improved insulators (Fig. 3 "h") are 
attached by means of plastic-covered wire. The fence wire is easily 
pulled out along the fence line and attached at the far end, the slotted 
insulators pushed over the fence wire at each waratah and attached 
by means of the tie wire. 
Polythene pipe insulators are attached by ordinary tie wires but 
they are not generally slotted except at the tie-downs. Instead, the 
insulators are attached, and the fence wires threaded through them. 
Lacing wire, 14 gauge, or ordinary No. 12 gauge (not steel wire) 
may be used. 
( d) Nails and screws: The introduction of treated timber stakes 
where fire risk is not too great, could allow the use of these simple 
fastenings. 
6. TIE-DOWNS 
Manufacturers of chain assemblies supply a tie-down chain and 
insulator 'Vhich may be attached to a patent foot device or to an 
anchor such as a waratah or half-waratah. driven. into the ground at 
an angle. Stainless-steel wire is available to avoid early failure at 
ground level due to rusting. 
"Hunter" fencing chain can be obtained for tie-downs. Individual 
porcelain or polythene insulators are attached as required by nuts 
and bolts or tie wires. 
Wires attached directly to the tie-down chain are quickly fixed 
by means of "Hunter" clips. 
7. FENCE STRUCTURE 
The aim in electrifying the fence is to enable a reduction in the 
number of posts and supports. The cost of electrification could be 
from one to three waratahs per chain. Consequently a reduc-
tion to less than one half of the usual number of waratahs is neces-
sary. This, with the absence of posts apart from about a dozen 
strainers and corner posts per mile, will result in supports spaced 
six yards apart (280 waratahs and 12 posts per mile). Such a fence 
is reasonably effective, even if not electrified, and is to be recom-
mended for remote fence lines and boundary fences if neighbours 
are agreeable. 
Numerous electric fences have been erected with waratahs spaced 
half to one chain apart. One manufacturer is now suggesting spacing 
as great as one and a half chains, presumably on a bulldozed fence 
line. The trouble with the wider spacing is that stock do not see the 
fence easily and cattle particularly may run over the fence if startled. 
Where a live fence with the bottom wire earthed is used, Hunter 
chain (12g) droppers costing about 9d each for a 2ft 4in length could 
be used, in between the waratahs, on the four or five live wires. No 
insulator would be required as the earth wire would be left free. 
In general, a maximum spacing of 15 yards is recommended for 
hill country. 
The position of the earth wire can be varied to some extent. One 
manufacturer has designed his equipment for an earth wire tied to 
the waratah several inches back from the line of the live wires. (See 
Fig. 3f.) The idea is that stock on the bracket side of the fence 
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& CHARGERS 
should be able to graze under the live wires and prevent much of the 
reduced effectiveness due to tall grass and weed growth. A similar 
effect could be obtained with other equipment by raising the brackets 
slightly and attaching the earth wire to the waratah at the base of 
the bracket. If the earth wire is threaded through the waratah, 
height adjustment is very limited. If two bottom earth wires are 
employed, one could be off-set attached to the waratah with the 
bracket system or on the other side of waratah for individual insula-
tor systems such as the "Beattie." 
8. COMPOSITE FENCES 
The use of a netting fence with a live top wire has been men-
tioned. This type of fence can be inserted in an electric fence in 
difficult sections liable to heavy stock pressure or in fertile gullies 
where prolific growth may reach the live wires of an ordinary electric 
fence. The top live wire carries the current to a further section of 
fence, and the netting itself can be attached to the earth wires. 
It is also possible to .save money by using adjustable "Barrier" 
6-wire brackets in conjunction with cheaper polythene insulators. 
Bracket assemblies would be used on rocky stretches where there is 
difficulty in driving waratahs. Cheaper insulators would be used 
wherever waratahs could be easily driven to the correct depth. 
Changes from single-earth to multiple-earth systems should be 
avoided as much as possible, but a change can be made at strainers if 
thought desirable. 
'l/Vi//ia"'s' 
.1i-.sularor 
Fig.5 
CORNER & BEND ASSEMBLIES 
MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND COST 
1. POSTS 
In hard, dry, stony country, light 7ft. strainers of treated timber 
have merit. They are lighter to transport and easier to handle on 
hillsides. A standard 6ft. timber post with a minimum diameter of 
five inches will usually do for an angle post which is tied back. 
In softer ground, a larger strainer post may be necessary and on 
easy country, concrete posts may be preferred. 
T-iron posts should be used on hill country where the fire risk is 
great due to snow grass and scrub. 
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Item 
1. Porcelain Insulator 107 
2. Porcelain Insulator 110 
3. "Allways" Bracket, etc. 
Post and tied own 
assemblies 
4. "Arcrite" Bracket, 
Tied own 
5. "Barrier" Bracket, 
(Standard) 
Tied own 
6. "Barrier" Bracket 
Tied own 
etc. 
etc. 
7. "Beattie" Insulators 
8. Polythene Pipe (home-
made insulators) 
9. "Speedrite" Bracket, etc. 
Tied own 
10. "Williams" Insulators 
Cost 
1/4 
6d 
9/6 
3/9 
7/3 
5/9 
8/6 
3/4 
8/4 
5/3 
1/7 
2M 
( 4") 
6/9 
3/4 
8~d 
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Comments 
Used at strainers, angles,: 
and tie-do\Yns. 
Tie-downs and approach 
lines. 
For live fence and bottom! 
wire earthed. Waratahsi 
driven to correct depth. I 
For live fence and bottom! 
wire earthed. Adjustable\ 
for height. 
For live fence and bottom! 
wire earthed. Adjustablei 
for height. 
TA: 
Cost per 
5' 6" 
Waratah 
14/7 
12/4 
13/7 
For alternate live and earth! 13/5 
wires. Adjustable for! 
height. 
Insulation of waratahs,i 9/10 
standards and tie-down i 
chains for multi-earth\ 
system. 
: Waratah and tie-down insu-, 5/8§ 
lators attached by plain! 
tie wires. 
1 Live fence system with bot-: 11/10 
tom earth. Adjustable for 
height. 
Waratah and tie-down usu- 7 /2~ 
ally for multi-earth sys- (3 insula-
tem. tors) 
Note: Prices are according to i 
3 
TIE-DOWN STRAINER AND ANGLE INSULATORS 
I Cost 
Description Cost 
Description 3 live 5 live Angle 
·---·-
sulator, chain 3in. of 9g. Insulator attach- 4/- 6/8 8/-
half waratah. 5/1 ed with wire. 
)OVe with whole waratah. 7/6 --
sulato1·, chain and half 
waratah. 4/3 
)OVe v:ith whole waratah. 6/8 
e-down with half waratah. 6/5 Chain and In- 11/3 18/9 £2/2/6 
e-down with 4' 6" waratah. 7/9 sulator. 
e-down with 5' 6" waratah. 8/10 
ta in and insulated stirmp Use 107 Insu-
with half waratah. 8/5 la tors. 
With 4' 6" standard. 9/9 
With 5' 6" waratah. 10/10 
~down Arrowhead and 11/- Use 107 Insu-
stainless steel wire Tie- la tors or 
down with half waratah. 6/- 210 Insulators or 9/9 16/3 
103 Insulators 
With 4' 6" standard. 7/4 Plain 23/-
With 5' 6" waratah. 8/5 Slotted 31/6 
Chain and Insu- I lator @ 2/10 
I 
17 /-
~down Arrowhead and 12/9 i stainless steel wire T'ie-
down with half waratah. 7/11 As above 
With 4' 6" standard. 9/3 l With 5' 6" waratah. 10/4 
anked waratah 3 insula- 9/10 Use 107 Insu-
tors on 9g. chain with half la tors 
waratah. 7/6 
With 4' 6" standard. 9/8 I With 5' 6" waratah. 11/9 
anked waratah. 5/8~ Use 107 Insu- I 3/7~ 6/0~ 7/3 
ain with half waratah. 4/3 la tors or 2ft 
With 4' 6" standard. 5/6 of pipe around! 
With 5' 6" waratah. 6/7 post 
~down, plate and stainless 8/11 Use 107 Insu- 9/9 16/2 19/6 
>teel wire. lators or Chain 
~down with half waratah. 6/- and Insulator 
With 4' 6" standard. 7/4 @ 3/3. 
With 5' 6" waratah. 8/5 
iratah cranked chain and 7/2~ Use 107 Insu-
~ insulators. la tors. 
With half waratah. 5/9 
With 4' 6" standard. 7/0~ 
VVith 5' 6" waratah. 8/H 
·mation to hand March, 1963. 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
TABLE 1. EXAMPLES OF POSTS 
Post 
Treated Radiata Pine 
Post 6f t.-5in. diameter 
,, 5ft. 6in.-5in. ,, 
6ft.-4in. 
,, 7ft.-7in. 
Stay 8ft.-4in 
Concrete 
Post 6ft. 
" 
,, 7ft. 6in. x 5in 
Long stay 
Steel T 
2in. x 2in. x ~in.-6f t. . . , 
2~in. x 2~in. x Hn.-6ft. Sin. I 
(Three from 20ft. length) [ 
Weight 
Cost I Strength 
approx. Group 
_____ , ______ , ___ _ 
40lb 
36lb 
35lb 
40lb 
85lb 
19Ub 
27lb 
8/9 
7/9 
6/6 
25/-
10/-
9/3 
33/-
10/-
18/-
25/-
(Material 
17/8) 
1,000lb 
300lb 
370lb 
2. WIRE 
In general, No. 12~ gauge galvanised, high-tensile steel wire is 
recommended. The smaller diameter wire expands and contracts less 
than No. 8 wire but in extreme cold may become brittle and very 
easily snapped. For this reason ordinary galvanised wire should be 
used in fences over 3,000 feet altitude. No. 10 gauge, which is the 
minimum size that could be considered, would be difficult to thread 
through chain assemblies but would present no difficulties with 
"Beattie" or polythene pipe insulators. 
TABLE 2. WIRE FOR ELECTRIC FENCES. 
Lenth Maximum Cost per Mile-80 Chains 
Size in kwt Coil Working (approx.) 
(ap-prox.) Load* 
1 wire 5 wire 6 wire 
12~ gauge 738 yards 550lb £5 11 5 £28 £33 10 0 
33 chains 
No. 10 gauge 427 yards 600lb £8 0 7 £41 £48 10 0 
19 chains 
No. 8 (for 273 yards 650lb ! £12 8 4 £62 1£74 10 0 
comparison) 12 chains 
i I I 
*NOTE: A final tension of 300lb is regarded as highly satisfactory. 
Fully-galvanised grades of these wires should all last over 100 
years unless the protective zinc is scraped off by pulling wires 
through waratahs. Construction should be planned so that wires 
are threaded through the smooth side of the holes. 
The most satisfactory knot is the figure eight. In multiple earth 
fences, live wires must be carried over the joint and a sound joint 
made with a line tap. Alternatively the joint could be made around 
a ~-inch bolt and wrapped in sealing tape. 
Because of the complication of end insulators and "carry-over" 
electric wires, the use of "Hayes" permanent strainers is advisable 
to simplify maintenance. They cost 3/5 each, i.e. 17 /1 for a five-wire 
strain and 20/6 for a six-wire strain. 
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3. INSULATORS, BRACKET ASSEMBLIES AND TIE-DOWNS 
The components available are listed in Table 3. 
Most items are available singly. "Williams" insulators are sup-
plied in boxes of 100, complete with plastic-covered wires. Nuts and 
bolts are supplied for the attachment of "Beattie" insulators, but 
care must be taken to order the type required, i.e. permanent type 
for either waratahs or for flat standards. 
Type 436 and 110 porcelain insulators will be useful for approach 
lines. Type 436 could be used with waratahs for multi-earth fence, 
but require packing out about three-eights of an inch with washers 
to give the live wires clearance from the waratah. Washers may be 
cut from old motor tyre with a die. 
The steel parts of the bracket assemblies are either galvanised or 
painted for protection. "Barrier" offer both live-fence and multi-
earth equipment and care must be taken to avoid confusion when 
ordering. A change of type can be made at a strainer but if surplus 
materials are available, they cannot be utilised in the other type 
of fence as they are. 
"Arcrite" have available bracket assemblies for either 5ft 6in or 
6ft waratahs, so again, the order must be specific. 
Tiedowns can be made up from No. 10 or No. 8 wire, but this 
takes time and there is difficulty in fixing insulators and getting wire 
spaces correct. Much time is saved and a neater fence obtained by 
using 9- or 10-gauge chain. Several manufactures supply ready-made 
insulator and chain fittings, but a similar article can be made cheaply 
on the farm from Hunter chain purchased in a roll and cut into 
3-foot lengths. In firm ground half a 6-foot waratah ( waratahs can 
be cut part way through and are then easily broken), a 4ft 6in 
standard or a whole 5ft 6in waratah is sufficient. For deep gullies 
with a soft floor, a str"Onger anchor of crossed waratahs or stakes may 
be needed, or possibly a buried anchor block of concrete or treated 
timber. 
For small dips where the wire needs to be pulled down only one 
or two feet, a cranked waratah may be used. The waratah is driven 
into the ground at an angle to the ground but in line with the fence. 
It is then held with the boot at ground level while it is bent upright 
through about a 40-degree angle. Insulators or a bracket assembly 
are then attached. 
The patent arrowhead or foot is satisfactory for a reasonably 
deep dip if it can be driven deep into firm clay and properly installed. 
Unfortunately many South Island hill and mountain country soils 
are stony and shallow. It is difficult to drive in the patent foot and 
on wet slopes they pull out. 
Driven half-waratahs with chains and insulators are quick to 
install and are economical. Wires are pulled down and attached to 
the chain with "Hunter" clips very conveniently. Short lengths of 
ordinary 12-gauge wire could be used in place of clips. 
Insulation at strainers and corners with ordinary 107 porcelain 
insulators and No. 8-gauge wire is cheap and satisfactory, but the 
manufactured chain and insulator is quicker. Heavier and more 
expensive 210 insulators are available if desired. Spike 103 insulators 
can be used on wooden corner posts where a stay is preferred to a 
tie-back (see Fig 5). 
4. ELECTRIC FENCE CONTROLLERS AND BATTERY 
CHARGERS 
(a) Mains operated: The two units available in New Zealand 
produce a higher voltage than battery-operated units when in use. 
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Moreover high voltages and the ability to give an unpleasant sensa-
tion, are maintained even on poorly-insulated fences. The advantage 
is great enough for the recommendation that a mains unit be used 
wherever possible, even if a mile of approach line is required. 
The fact that a mains unit does not require regular attention 
is also a great point in its favour. Although moving parts may wear 
out, maintenance is almost negligible. Power failures are generally 
only for a few hours and normally no trouble with stock would be 
expected unless stock were shifted. 
(b) Battery operated: A number of units are available and of 
those tested, all appeared suitable for permanent electric fences 
several miles in length, except for one unit of the 6-volt condenser 
type. Another condenser-type unit operated by dry batteries at 
nine volts proved better than average. 
Condenser-type and transistorised units, having no moving parts, 
can be expected to give long and trouble-free service. 
( c) Battery chargers: Normally a farmer charges the electric 
fence batteries with a small mains-battery-charger costing about £7. 
A spare battery, or an old car battery capable of operating the fence 
for a day or two, is required during the charging period. 
Where it is not convenient to recharge the battery every month, 
as in isolated places, wind chargers are available at £41 and £65. 
When the controller serves five miles or so of fence, the cost per 
mile is quite reasonable. 
It was hoped that windchargers would prove a means of keeping 
the battery permanently charged so that inaccessible fences could 
be left over winter for example, without attention. In practice, 
however, long periods of comparatively calm weather occurring for 
several weeks can result in a discharged battery which· could be 
damaged by frost. In any case it is pI'obably only summer high 
country that is not normally visited every month and for other 
reasons, electric fencing is not recommended there. Then too, it is 
difficult to site windchargers so that they are able to use the pre-
vailing breezes without also exposing them to strong gales. 
For isolated fences visited infrequently, the dry-battery 9-volt 
unit recommends itself. Six No. 6 dry cells (45/-) should last up 
to 12 months, comparing favourably with the cost of wet batteries 
and mains charger over the years, and certainly cheaper than a wind-
charger. 
Recently, a charger operated by the sun's rays has been placed 
on the market. Sold complete with long-life, nickel-cadmium battery 
and controller for £100, this unit should be most reliable, requiring 
almost no maintenance. 
5. ACCESSORIES AND TOOLS 
(a) Number 8- or 10-gauge galvanised wire will be required for 
attaching insulators to strainers, tiebacks for strainer and corner 
posts, and p·ossibly for tie-downs. If fencing materials have to be 
taken to the line by pack-horse, wire will be required to make up 
bundles. At least one coil per mile should be provided. Lacing wire, 
14-gauge, may be required for tieing on wires and insulators. · 
Stainless-steel wire may be used for the tie-downs. £1 buys 
about 34 feet of 12-gauge wire, but about 85 feet of 14-gauge. 
(b) Heavy staples will be required if wooden strainers and 
corner posts are used ( 2lb per mile). 
( c) By means of isolating fuses, lengths of fence can be dis-
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connected when fault finding, which is a great advantage. Twenty-
amp cutouts are available at 12/3 each, but ordinary light switches 
or fuses should be equally effective and cheap enough to be fitted at 
the end of each .strain. 
(d) Gate-way wires to carry earth and live wires to the next 
strain are required. The live wire may be: 
(i) An insulated plastic wire, 1/.044 T.P.S., costing approxi-
mately 2d per foot. 
(ii) The wire can be carried over by means of light lacing wire 
attached by insulations to masts eight to 12 feet high. 
(iii) Polythene pipe costing about 6d per foot can be buried 
underground with wires threaded through it. 
The earth wire can be a plain galvanised wire buried under-
ground but would require inspection and replacing after a number 
of years. If 20-gauge stainless steel wfre is used costing approxi-
mately ld per foot, no maintenance would be necessary. If masts 
are used to carry the live wire over the gateway, the earth wire is 
attached six inches below the live wire. 
( e) End connectors or line taps are available for ensuring good 
joints when ends of wires are joined to carry on the live and earth 
wires. Specially-slotted bolts with nuts, they can be fitted over a 
wire and securely bolted in position clamping two wires together 
(small, 1/6; large, 2/3). Gutter bolts and washers would be a cheap 
alternative. 
Waterproof tape to protect the joint from the weather and pre-
vent corrosion is available-"Denso" tape at 3/11 per roll, or ordinary 
insulation tape. 
(f) Explosives may be required in rocky country. A sound know-
ledge of their use is essential. Each posthole requires two to five 
ounces of gelignite at an average cost of 2/6. 
(g) To prevent waratahs sinking into softer ground on '.eises in 
good country, ground plates can be used costing 2/- complete with 
wedge. 
(h) Digging tools will be required, e.g. spade, shovel, bar and in 
rocky country, a portable motor-driven rock-drill such as the "Cobra" 
(£255 approx.) which it may be possible to hire. 
(i) Fencing tools, e.g. claw hammer, 5lb hammer, wo·od chisel, 
fencing pliers, files, strainer, permanent strainer handle, waratah 
driver and axe. 
(j) Special tools: 
(i) Driving rod if patent foot tie-down is to be used. 
(ii) "Hunter" clip tool. 
(iii) Electric fence tester. "Simple" neon-tube-type testers 
are available costing less than £1 but the dial-type 
electric tester costing £3 or so gives better indication 
of whether the fence is effective. 
COSTS OF ELECTRIC FENCING 
1. Comparis·ons of costs are given in Table 4. 
Type 1 fence is an example for rugged inaccessible country, 
Type 2 is intended for low foothill OT rolling country, and Type 3 is a 
fence suitable for subdivision of flat land. 
All fences are costed with treated timber posts with stays for 
the strainers and tiebacks for the corner posts, "B.H.P." waratahs, 
and permanent strainers on every strain. Patent chain insulators 
for corner and strainer posts have been costed where the manufac-
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TABLE 4. COSTS OF ELECTRIC FENCING. (Calculated examples.) 
BASIC DATA FOR COSTS 
Number of strains 
Average length of strain 
Number of strainers 
Number of corner posts 
Number of waratahs 
Tie-downs-Deep 
Dips 
Average waratah spacing 
Strainer posts and stays 
Corner posts and tie-backs 
Wire 12~ steel 
Waratahs 
Gateway . . . . 
Quarter cost of controller, etc. 
Basic cost (sub-total) 
"Allways" 
Basic cost . . . 
Insulators, tie-downs, etc. 
Transport of materials ( 1 to 
2 tons) to f enceline 
Erection 
"Allways" total 
"Arcrite" 
Basic cost . . . 
Insulators, tie-downs, etc. 
Transport ( 1 to 2 tons) 
Erection 
"Arcrite" total 
"Barrier" Standard 
Basic cost . . . 
Insulators, tie-downs, etc. 
Transport (1 to 2 tons) 
Erection 
"Barrier" Standard total 
"Barrier" (Multi-earth) 
Basic cost . . . 
Insulators, tie-downs, etc. 
Transport ( 1 to 2 tons) 
Erection 
"Barrier" Multi-earth totals 
TYPE 1 
Difficult 
Hill 
Country 
TYPE 2 I TYPE 3 
Rolling Country Flat 
Land 
-----1---------1----
5 wire 6 wire \ 6 wire 6 wire 
5 
16 chain 
6 
8 
208 
10 
40 
8 yards 
£11 
6 
35 
53 
6 
5 
£116 
£116 
132 
20 
70 
£338 
5 
16 chain 
6 
6 
125 
10 
30 
13 yards 
£11 
5 
29 
(6! cwt.) 
32 
8 
5 
£90 
£90 
86 
10 
48 
£234 
5 
16 chain 
6 
6 
125 
10 
5 
1 16 chain 
I 6 
I 96 
30 10 
13 yards I 18 yards 
£1~ I £1! 
35 I 35 
(7~ cwt.) 
32 23 
8 10 
5 5 
----!'-----
£96 I £88 
----1----
£96 l £88 
88 58 
10 5 
_5_0_1 40 
£244 i £191 
---! 
£116 £90 £96 £88 
44 
5 
42 
107 70 71 
20 10 10 
72 50 52 
----1---- ----1-----
£315 £220 £229 ! £179 
£116 
126 
20 
72 
£334 
i £116 
128 
20 
70 
£334 
18 
£90 
80 
10 
50 
£230 
Not 
suitable 
£96 I £88 
83 I 55 
10 5 
52 I 40 
----1-----
_£_24_1 __ 1 £188 
£96 
85 
10 
50 
£241 
I £88 
51 
5 
40 
£184 
TABLE 4 (Continued) 
TYPE 1 TYPE 2 TYPE 3 
Difficult 
BASIC DATA FOR COSTS Hill Rolling Country Flat 
Country Land 
6 wire 5 wire 6 wire 6 wire 
"Beattie" (Multi-earth) 
Basic cost . . . £116 £96 £88 
Insulators, tie-downs, etc. 77 Not 53 30 
Transport ( 1 to U tons) 19 suitable 10 5 
Erection 76 55 44 
"Beattie" Multi-earth totals £288 - £214 £167 
Polythene Pipe 
I Basic cost £116 I £96 £88 
Insulators, tie-downs, etc. 25 Not 
I 
19 10 
Transport (1 to u tons) 19 suitable 10 5 
Erection 76 I 55 44 
Home-made totals £236 - -I £180 £147 
"Speedrite" 
Basic Cost £116 £90 £96 £88 
Insulators, tie-downs, etc. 107 71 72 46 
Transport (1 to 2 tons) 20 10 10 5 
Erection 70 48 50 40 
"Speedrite" totals £313 £219 £228 £179 
"Williams" 
Basic cost £116 £96 £88 
Insulators, tie-downs, etc. 44 Not 32 18 
Transport (1 to 1~ tons) 
I 
19 suitable 10 5 
Erection 76 55 44 
"Williams" totals £255 - £193 £155 
I I 
turer supplies them. For the other fences, 107 insulators have been 
allowed, but a slight allowance for extra work in fitting them has 
been allowed in the erection costs. 
Again where the manufacturer supplies a patent tie-down, these 
have been costed in the examples for the tie-down dips, even though 
a chain and half-waratah would be cheaper. 
The transport costs included would be for farms within 50 miles 
of a main centre. In many cases they would be two or three times 
these amounts. 
Erection costs quoted are considered by the author to be reason-
able for fencing contractors and farmers who have not had a great 
deal of experience with electric fencing. The reasons why the difficult-
country fence, Type 1, is expected to be more costly to erect are (a) 
more materials, (b) inaccessible to vehicles necessitating more 
walking. 
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2. Costs for some standard fences are given for comparison. 
(a) Legal boundary fence: 309 concrete posts; 12 strainer and 
angle posts; six No. 8 wires and one No. 12-gauge barbed wire; and 
1,280 galvanised universal droppers. 
Materials . 
Transport ( 8 tons) 
Erection 
Total cost per mile 
£396 
25 
180 
£601 
(b) Seven-wire subdivision fence: One post, three waratahs and 
four standards per chain. 
Materials £290 per mile. 
Total cost per mile: 
Flat land 
Rolling country 
Difficult country 
£445 
£475 
£500 
(c) Netting subdivision fence: One post and three waratahs per 
chain with 32-inch light netting and one barbed wire. 
Materials £246 per mile. 
Total cost per mile: 
Flat land £38.5 
Rolling country £410 
(d) High-country: One "T" iron post per chain, flat standards 
three yards apart; two No. 8, three No. 9 and one barbed wire. Strains 
of 12 chain length. 
Materials £296 per mile. 
Total cost per mile: 
Rolling and easy hill country £470 
Difficult country £500 
SITING AND ORDERING MATERIALS 
The fixing of a fence line and the listing of materials required 
must go hand in hand. A number of standards or stake<S can be used 
as markers to simplify the task. 
In hilly country the usual aim is to place the fence line along 
the ridges. However, to avoid having too many corner posts, it is 
good practice to cross some of the shallower hollows and keep the 
fence line straighter. On very steep ridges or where scrub must 
be bulldozed aside it may be necessary to keep strictly to the ridge. 
The following points deserve study. 
(a) Cover: Electric fencing is not particularly suitable for coun-
try covered in gorse, high bracken fern, or scrub. In the first place, 
a track must be cleared by hand or by bulldozer at a cost of some £25 
to £30 per mile. Unless the track is a wide one, cattle using the 
fence line as a path may damage the fence, ·and, in the event of a 
fire, insulators may be destroyed. For the same reason fire is again 
a danger where there is heavy tussock. In addition, regrowth must 
be dealt with regularly to prevent it overgrowing the lowest live wire. 
There is no doubt even tussock in wet weather will reduce the power 
of an electric fence to a very low level. 
(b) Slope: As with normal fencing, electric fences should not 
traverse around steep slopes because of the danger of stock getting 
trapped on the slope so that they go through the fence. Boulders 
rolling down the slope may be a problem. However, if the hillside 
has to be fenced, a sturdy electric fence may allow boulders to roll 
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through without causing any damage. In cold regions 10-gauge 
ordinary galvanised wire might be preferable as high-tensile wire 
might snap if struck by a boulder in frosty weather. 
Slip faces, water ways and shingle slides, too, would have to be 
avoided when fencing around a hillside. On steep slopes in the South 
Island the danger of snow drifts carrying away the fence should be 
borne in mind. 
(c) Gullies: Often a gully appears a suitable site for a fence. 
In mountainous regions the spurs are often very rocky and in the 
gully it will at least be easier to dig post holes and drive waratahs. 
However, the gully may twist and turn requiring many corner posts 
and there is the danger of boulders smashing porcelain insulators. 
In addition there is the problem of washouts from a cloudburst. 
However, a wide gully may nevertheless be satisfactorily €lectric 
fenced if suitable materials are chosen and a sturdy fence is erected. 
In wet areas, ground plates may have to be fitted to waratahs and if 
the rushes are tall, perhaps a section of netting with a live top wire 
might be the answer. 
(d) Rugged terrain: Where a region is very broken with numer-
ous humps and hollows it may seem impossible to space waratahs 
eight to 12 yards apart. It may still be possible to use electric fence 
by: 
(i) Bulldozing the fence line. 
(ii) Shovelling heaps of earth from the humps into the hollows. 
(iii) Using a cranked waratah as a tie-down occasionally. 
Before the natural cover is disturbed by bulldozing and shovel-
ling however, the dangers of wind and water erosion must be remem-
bered, and the fence line planned to avoid trouble. Rocky areas, too, 
should be avoided as much as possible. 
(e) Altitude and temperature: In the mountain regions of the 
South Island the author recommends that normal fencing be employed 
in cold inaccessible country, particularly that rising above 3,000 feet, 
for the following reasons: 
(i) Inaccessible fencing is difficult to maintain. 
(ii) Trouble spots in ordinary fencing can often be guessed at, 
but faults in electric fence may occur anywhere. 
(iii) Porcelain insulators may not stand severe weather condi-
tions. 
(iv) 12~-gauge steel wire is liable to snap in intense cold. 
(f) Streams may be crossed by using a standard flood gate or 
netting attached to a cable. The live wire can be stretched across 
the stream from the end posts or from masts. 
(g) Gateways and holding paddocks should be grouped together 
as much as possible, as greater strength and "dead" sections will be 
necessary. 
ESTIMATING MATERIALS 
As the fenceline is marked, notes should be made so that the 
materials required can be estimated. Distances should be chained 
if possible, or paced out. Points to note are: 
(a) Chang€s of direction and strainer po·sts required. 
(b) Likely spacing of waratahs over each section. 
(c) Number of deep dips. 
( d) Number of additional tie-downs likely. 
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THREE WAYS OF CONNECTING LIVE FENCE WIRES 
STRAINER 
a 
~~~a::::::::l!~~~:;;;;;:E!is--=~~3. INSULATING AT STRAINER 
( POSTS 
r<Z.,z/ t'"..s1..1/e.ror 
~.bolr 
b 
F L..1~ e /"'ap.s sAovlo' ,612. 
,bot.ti'\ d w//-,{, wd/'",zr proe/ 
l'".::ipiz ·( rz.9. ~'\SO? 
ISOLATING CUTOUT 
AT STRAINERS 
( e) Swampy ground where plates will be required on the 
waratahs. 
(f) Difficult sections where two bottom earth wires or a netting 
section should be used. 
(g) Gates, flood gates, dead sections and netting required. 
It is very difficult to tell exactly where tie-down dips will be 
required before the wires are strung out, therefore a liberal estimate 
should be made. 
FENCE CONSTRUCTION 
1. GENERAL PROCEDURE (after clearing the fence line if neces-
sary). 
(a) Using a guidewire, the strainer and corner posts are first put 
in and fitted with insulators and permanent strainers as required. 
Then the bottom earth wire is strung out and used as a guide line 
for the waratahs. Some tie-downs may be necessary in the deep 
dips. The waratahs are next driven to the correct height, found by 
fitting one with insulator equipment at the start. Then the insulators 
and bracket assemblies are fitted, after which the other wires can be 
pulled out and secured. The tie-downs are fitted, the earth wire tied 
on at the bottom, the wires strained and secured, water-tight con-
nections made to the electric fence unit or another section of fence. 
(b) Sighting the waratahs instead of using a guidewire, entails 
placing sighters on the rises and running a straight line of waratahs 
in between. This requires a little skill but allows the earth wire to 
be threaded through the waratah as with multi-earth single-insulator 
systems. Next the posts are put in and the insulators placed on posts 
and waratahs. Then the wires can be pulled, tie-downs installed, 
wires strained and connections made. 
2. STRAINERS AND CORNERS 
Stays can be employed at strainers or better still, an end assem-
bly such as shown in Fig 9, can be constructed. This is lighter and 
stronger than the usual method. 
Methods of attaching permanent strainers, insulators and fuse 
cutouts are shown in Fig. 6. The use of the 107 insulator and wire 
is recommended for cheapness and effectiveness. 
Note that earth wires are run through an insulator at the corner 
posts to keep them in line and make pulling out easier. 
3. ELECTRIC FENCE EQUIPMENT 
Chain assemblies or insulators and tie-downs are illustrated in 
Fig. 7. Before fitting the equipment, the instruction booklets or 
leaflets supplied by the manufacturers should be studied. Many 
fences have given trouble simply because of poor construction. Points 
to note with the different types of equipment are: 
(a) "Allways": The top bracket fits into the top hole of the 
waratah, which must be driven to the correct height first. If the 
waratah has to be driven in further, the top bracket should be 
removed or it may get broken. If the ground is hard, the top of the 
waratah may need attention with a file before the brackets can be 
fitted. If the chain markings are to be of any use, the chain must be 
placed right way up. 
(b) "Arcrite": If the chain assemblies for the size of waratahs 
available are ordered there will be no problems. It will be noted that 
the waratahs should be turned slightly to direct the brackets at right 
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& CRUSH FENCE WITH BURIED WIRES 
GATEWAYS 
angles to the fence, otherwise the wire may run very close to the 
waratah. If large size brackets have to be fitted to 5ft 6in-waratahs, 
the chain can be shortened by wiring up a link, or simply twisting 
the rings on the insulators. 
If the bottom wire is threaded through the lowest hole in the 
waratah this must be driven in to the correct height. Usually it is 
simply tied onto the ba'se of the bracket. 
The illustration should be studied before attempting to assemble 
the tie-down. 
(c) "Barrier" (Standard): The brackets fit neatly on a waratah 
so, if the top is damaged, filing will be necessary. A cap for protect-
ing the top of the waratah is available. It may be easier to slip the 
brackets over the waratah (correctly) before driving, taking care 
that the brackets are not driven into the ground, too. It is essential 
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Fig.9 
STRAINER ASSEMBLIES USING LIGHT POSTS 
that the brackets be fitted correctly and the insulator clips inserted 
correctly. Then the brackets must be aligned for height and the 
chain tensioned with firm blows on the bottom bracket. The chain is 
marked for a five-wire fence, so care must be taken to put the chain 
right way up if a five-wire fence is used. The tie-downs, too, must 
be correctly assembled with the stainless-steel wire threaded through 
from the side with the trade mark on it or it may not tum over and 
hold. After driving the arrowhead down, the wires must be pulled 
to turn it over, before the tie-down is attached. The arrowhead is 
too soft for use in rocky country. 
(d) "Barrier" (Multi-earth): This is a comparatively new ·sys-
tem which appears to be simpler to erect. Again, damage to the top 
of the waratah may be a problem, but if the insulators are kept on the 
outside, the brackets will be correctly fitted to the waratah. The tie-
down is essentially the same. 
(e)"Beattie": These insulators can be broken, so should not be 
forced onto waratahs or chains too violently. Note that one side of 
the metal insert has a smooth edge. If all insulators are fitted with 
this side facing the direction the wires are to be pulled from, this 
task will be much easier and less galvanising will be scraped off 
the wire. -Once an earth \Vire is 'Out, tie-downs can be positioned and 
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insulators threaded on for them as wires are pulled. These insulators 
can be bolted to the chain later. 
(f) Po1lythene Pipe, Home-made: Lengths of pipe four to five 
inches long are attached to the waratah with a tie wire about 14 
inches long. Lacing wire of 14-gauge is commonly used but 12-gauge 
is more satisfactory. The wire is placed through the hole in the 
waratah and each end looped over the top of and around the insulator. 
Then the ends of the wire are twitched tight. This is the same 
method as for attaching "Williams" insulators. If the insulators are 
too long, the curve of the pipe will make wire pulling more difficult. 
On tie-down chains, insulators are more easily attached by cross-
ing the wire ends over the front of the insulator, then twitching them 
up behind the chain. 
It is thought that high-density polythene will be tougher and 
have a longer life than standard polythene. It may be suitable for 
insulation at strainers and corners, if the pipe is wrapped around the 
back of the post, but considering that 107 insulators can be obtained 
for much the same cost, there is no reason for using polythene. 
(f) "Speedrite": The brackets cannot be fitted wrongly and they 
slip over the waratah very easily. The wire must be tensioned with 
firm blows on the bottom bracket. The tie-down is simple to instal 
but it is not suitable for rocky country. If a lot of force is required 
to drive the plate in the ground it will distort, preventing the driving 
rod from being withdrawn. 
(g) "Williams": The insulators are attached to the waratah as 
described for polythene pipe. The improved type now on sale has a 
weather-proofing flap which is usually angled down, but for tie-downs 
must be angled upwards. 
4. GATEWAYS 
Details of gate-vvays and the associated section of crush fences 
from a half to one chain in length are shown in Fig. 8. Netting is 
not necessary if the fence has six wires and waratahs are placed 
three yards apart in the dead section. The live wire can be carried 
along the top of the crush fence on cheap insulators. 
5. ELECTRIC CONTROLLER UNIT 
This should be placed at the most accessible point on the fence 
line even if this is at one end. The shock at the far end will be only 
slightly less than that near the unit and will be quite satisfactory 
if the fence is kept in good or<ler. 
If a windcharger is used, care must be taken to select a position 
sheltered from the full force of storms but exposed enough to catch 
all the breezes. 
MAINTENANCE 
1. ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE 
(a) Make sure the unit is operating by checking the batteries 
regularly, once a month for wet batteries, once every two months 
with a wind charger, and at six months with dry batteries, and once 
a month afterwards. 
(b) As soon as the fence is erected, check that insulators are 
clean and all items are correctly installed, especially the tie-downs, 
where it is very easy to connect an earth wire onto a live chain with 
some types of fence. An insulator missing at a wooden strainer may 
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not affect the shock until wet weather. Broken or cracked porcelain 
insulators should be replaced as S'oon as they are noticed. 
( c) If the shock is weak, check the fence for stray pieces of wire 
and tall green growth. With the multi-earth system, if tall growth 
cannot be easily removed the lowest live wire can be disconnected for 
a time. When servicing a fence, a short length of wire can be used 
to short out the fence from the earth wire to a live wire. 
The strength of the shock can be gauged by holding a long, green 
blade of grass in one hand while touching a waratah with the other. 
A live wire is touched with the tip of the blade gradually pushing the 
hand closer to the wire and shortening the length of grass between 
the two. The shock should be discernible at about three inches and 
strong at one inch. 
2. GENERAL MAINTENANCE 
The wires must be kept reasonably tight, tie-downs must be 
checked regularly and no tracks under the fence aUowed to appear. 
Places where a stock track has been crossed by a fence should be 
watched and strengthened if any signs of stock pressure are noticed. 
Extra wires can easily be added to strengthen or raise the height 
of electric fences with bracket assemblies. There may be only a few 
chains of fence requiring attention to make several miles of fence 
completely satisfactory. 
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